NOTES

Child & Youth Development

Youth Investments in the World Bank Portfolio
This note provides a summary of World Bank projects targeting youth during Fiscal Years 1995-2007
(FY95-07). The purpose is to identify trends in lending and grants in terms of loan amounts, the
number of projects, sectoral emphasis, and regional distribution.
The World Bank’s youth portfolio has evolved rapidly over the period FY95-07. Though the annual
value of investments have fluctuated, the trend has been strongly upward, from $350 million in FY00
to over $1.1 billion in FY07. There has been a shift in the distribution of youth investments regionally:
while Latin America and East Asia dominated in the period FY95-00, the sharpest growth in lending since FY01 has taken place in the Africa and South Asia regions. As of 2001 nearly every major
sector of the Bank developed projects with specific youth components. Grant financed investments
increased more than ten-fold between FY95 and FY07.
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There are over 3 billion people under the age of 24 in the world today, comprising 47% of the world’s population. Nearly
90% live in developing countries and the challenges they face—poor health, low quality education, lack of marketable
skills, high rates of unemployment, early pregnancy, social exclusion, and the highest rates of new HIV/AIDS infections—
are costly to themselves and to society at large. Client demand for policy advice on how to tap the enormous potential of
the world’s children and youth is large and growing. This series aims to share research findings and lessons from the field
to address these important cross-sectoral topics.
www.worldbank.org/childrenandyouth

The World Bank’s youth investments are increasing
The Bank invested $11.1 billion in youth development during the
period FY95-07. In FY95, total youth investments equaled $750
million. Investments increased 50 percent over the next seven
years, reaching over $1.1 billion in FY07 (Figure 1). This was not a
continuous upward trend though. The period FY98-00 saw a decline
in new lending for youth investment to a low of $0.35 billion. This
period also coincided with a temporary shift in Bank lending in
response to the Asian financial crisis. Since FY00, the trend has been
increasing, albeit with a slight drop in FY04.1
Despite the fluctuations in the value of investments, there has been
a steady increase in the number of youth-oriented projects financed
by Bank loans and grants. Over the period FY95-07 the number of
projects targeted toward youth more than tripled from 15 in FY95 to
46 in FY07.
Figure 1. Projects with Youth Components FY95-07
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The Africa and Latin America regions are the leaders
in regional lending for youth development, while the
fastest growth has taken place in South Asia
The regions with the highest levels of cumulative investment in
youth development FY95-07 were Latin America and the Caribbean
(LAC; $3.3 billion), Sub-Saharan Africa (AFR; $2.4 billion), and East
Asia and the Pacific (EAP; $2.0 billion). Cumulative investments
in the remaining three regions - South Asia (SA; $1.4 billion), the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA; $1.0 billion), and Eastern
Europe and Central Asia (ECA; $0.9 billion) - were significantly
lower (Figure 2). Regional lending patterns differed between FY9500 and FY01-07. During the period FY95-00, the greatest shares
of Bank investments in youth were in the EAP and LAC regions,
with 36 percent and 32 percent of total regional youth investments
Figure 2. Cumulative Investments in youth
by region FY95-07
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Figure 3. Share of total youth investments by regions
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Lending trends in MENA and ECA changed little between the two
periods. MENA lent about $500 million in both periods, which
was equal to 11 percent of lending in FY95-00 and 8 percent in the
latter period. ECA actually increased lending from $360 million
to $540 million, or 8 percent of Bank youth development lending
in both periods (Figures 3).
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respectively (Figure 3). In the consecutive period FY01-07,
youth investments grew rapidly in the AFR and SA regions
(Figures 3). AFR’s total youth investments increased from $430
million (10 percent of total Bank lending for youth) in FY95-00
to $1.9 billion (29 percent) in FY01-07 cumulatively, while SA’s
investments increased from $140 million (3 percent of total Bank
youth lending) to $1.3 billion (20 percent). In contrast, LAC’s
investments dropped from $1.8 billion in FY95-00 to $1.4 billion
between the two periods; although the region remains one of the
main destinations for Bank investment in youth development.
EAP’s lending decreased considerably from $1.6 billion in FY9500 to $410 million in FY01-07. Thus, while EAP was a major player
in FY95-00, it was only responsible for 6 percent of Bank youth
lending in the period FY01-07.
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Youth investments have become more multi-sectoral
Youth-oriented lending in the period FY95-00 was predominantly
in education. In recent years, youth lending has diversified
considerably. The number of non-education sectors involved in
lending for youth development increased from four in FY95-00
to 14 in FY01-07. Non-education youth investments constituted
only five percent of total youth lending ($220 million of a total
$4.5 billion) in the period FY95-00 (Table 1). This five percent
comprised private sector development, health, social protection
and rural development sectors. During the period FY01-07, noneducation youth investments increased to 29 percent of total
lending for youth development, equivalent $1.9 billion of the
total $6.6 billion (Table 1). New lending for youth devel:opment
emerged in 10 new sectors: social development, urban
development, public sector, engineering and mining, knowledge
and learning, transportation, water and sanitation, environmental
protection, poverty reduction and economic management, and
infrastructure (Table 1).
The health sector has seen the highest growth in youth oriented
investments since FY01, due mainly to the greater attention to
youth in HIV/AIDS projects in the AFR region. The health sector
invested $680 million FY01-07, compared to the $13.6 million
invested in FY95-00. Other sectors have also shown steady
increases in youth oriented investments during the period FY01-07
including private sector development, social development, social

FY refers to the World Bank's Fiscal Year, which runs from July 1st to June 30 of the following year. For example, FY01 refers to the period of July 1st 2000 to June 30th 2001.
The fluctuations can partly be explained by the lumpy nature of lending where the approval or closing of a single large project can have a significant impact on the monetary
value of total lending.
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Table 1. Projects with Youth components (FY95-07): Summary by sectors (in million US$)3
Sector Board
Education
Health
Private Sector Development
Social Development
Social Protection
Rural Development
Urban Development
Public Sector
Engineering & Mining
Know. & Learn.
Transport
Water & Sanitation
Environment Protection
PREM
Infrastructure

1995
611.7

1996
952.7

1997
668.4

1998
1011.0

1999
747.0
6.7

2000
280.2
6.9

2001
492.0
70.1

1.5
6.2

58.8

6.5
20.8

140.0

20.1

15.0
6.1

Total 751.7
952.7
668.4 1,011.0 761.4
345.8
630.4
Education Sector in % of Total
81%
100%
100%
100%
98%
81%
78%
3
The blanks in the table indicate $0 lending for youth development in that sector in the indicated year.

protection, and rural development (Table 1).
There has been a change in investments within the education
sector, as well. Education remains central to developing human
capital of youth, particularly with the growth in demand for
secondary education. In the education sector, there has been a
shift in focus from technical and vocational projects to those
concentrated more on improving access to and quality of formal
secondary and tertiary education.

Grant financed youth investments have increased
more than ten-fold in the period FY95-07
In addition to the Bank’s lending portfolio for youth investments,
roughly $90 million in youth investments were financed by trust
funds. During the period FY95-07, the value of grant-funded
investments directed toward youth increased from less than one
million in FY95 to $9.0 million in FY07 (Figure 4). The number
of grant-financed projects also increased in the first half of this
period, but has declined since 2001(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Projects with Youth Components FY95-07
GRANTS - Global Summary
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15.4

0.9
16.0
14.6

3.3
35.0

37.1
1.8
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438.5
31.2
24.1
44.2
31.1
82.6
23.9
31.0
40.0
2.5
0.9

0.6

0.9

1.5

836.0
60%

1,121.9
80%

1.0
752.4
58%

38.8

2005
677.2
34.9
189.1

2006
822.7
159.4
28.8
39.4
17.3
48.0
8.6

2007
829.7
95.3
10.7
154.4

Total
8,930.6
690.6
394.0
284.6
32.2
263.9
3.6
50.0
194.2
31.8
6.2
86.5
3.5
84.5
6.0
1.5
47.5
2.5
45.4
5.0
42.7
11.1
26.1
1.2
10.3
6.0
6.0
1.0
988.0 1,141.8 1,146.3 11,107.9
69%
72%
72%
80%
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Funding for the majority of grants for youth-oriented investments
have come from just two trust funds: the Japan Policy and Human
Resources Development Fund (PHRD) and the Japan Social
Development Fund (JSDF) have each provided more than a quarter
of total grant resources for youth investments. In addition, the
Post Conflict Fund (PCF) has supported a number of activities
in countries vulnerable to or emerging from conflict; and the
Norwegian Education Trust Fund (NETF) has supported secondary
and tertiary education projects in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Figure 5. Share of total youth grant investments by regions
FY95-00 and FY01-07
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Conclusion

Grants provide Bank task teams with flexibility to test innovative
approaches and pilot projects that may be promising for later
scale-up. The thematic focus of grant financed projects tends to
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be slightly different from those in the lending portfolio. Livelihoods
and employment take a significantly larger share in terms of
percentage in the projects supported by grants compared to the
lending portfolio (28.9 percent compared to 6 percent in the period
FY95-07). Other grant-funded activities include education, health,
orphans and vulnerable children, and non-formal education.
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Comparing the periods FY95-00 and FY01-07, the most notable
increases in grant funded youth investments are seen in AFR,
which increased from $8.5 million to $27.9 million, and ECA,
which increased from $2.7 million to $10.9 million. Youth
investments in LAC also increased in the latter period, but
declined as a share of total Bank grant expenditures on youth
(Figures 5).
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Total Amount: $24 mln (FY95-00), $68 mln (FY01-07)
Prepared by A Semlali, T. Osicka

The increased lending and grant activities directed toward youth
development reflect a growing demand from clients in all regions
for addressing the complex issues facing young people. The data
in this note do not cover the period following the publication of
the World Development Report 2007 Development and the Next
Generation (World Bank 2006), in which demand for youthoriented programming is expected to increase.
Yet it is important to note that evidence of what works to support
young people in developing countries is still very weak, and many
countries continue to spend scarce resources on programs that have
no proven impact (Cunningham, et al 2008). This underscores the
urgent need to include components to measure program impact
and cost-effectiveness. This will contribute enormously to building
global knowledge and shaping Bank operations and policy into the
future.
3

Box 1. Methodology
Close to 1300 World Bank IBRD and IDA loans and grants were reviewed for the period FY95-07. Since most projects are not
identified as “youth,” and many projects include youth components, several criteria were established in the selection of the data
base used for this note.
Data Collection Process
• Data from FY95-07 were used. FY95 was used as the beginning year since that was the period when youth investment trends in
the Bank began to change. FY07 was the most recent year for which data were available.
• Both “youth projects” (stand-alone project that target youth) and “youth components” (elements that target youth specifically
within an otherwise non-youth-oriented project) are included in the data.
• The data on youth projects were drawn from ImageBank using the following search words: youth, young, healthy environment;
secondary and tertiary education, informal and non formal education, livelihoods and employment, healthy behaviors, health
and nutrition, participation and empowerment, enabling policies and institutions, supportive families and communities,
protection of the most vulnerable, violent and risky behavior, early pregnancy, youth employment/unemployment, vocational
training, school dropout, life skills, first time job seekers, governance, access to social services, job market relevance, school
to work transitions, entrepreneurship, STD’s, community driven development, post conflict settings, youth employment/labor
market policies, substance abuse, reproductive health, illiteracy, service delivery, youth centers, return to school programs, peer
education, and social funds.
• Youth components were identified within projects using search words to identify which components addressed youth
issues. Information on components, sectors, types of operation and budgets were extracted from a detailed analysis of the
corresponding project documents (PADs, SAs, PIDs, Memorandum and Recommendations of the President, and Integrated
Safeguards Datasheets). TTLs, youth focal points in the regions, and staff working in WBI, EXT, DEC, PREM, SDN, HDNED,
HDNHP were also contacted
Criteria for Inclusion in the Sample
• Only projects that affect youth directly were included in this stocktaking. Since many factors contribute to the development of
young people it is difficult to provide a comprehensive picture of all World Bank activities for youth. If “youth” are not explicitly
mentioned as a target group, the project is not included.
• Only approved, currently active, and completed projects are included, not planned or pipeline projects.
• Projects targeting the age group 15-24 were included. This distinction is not always clear. Wherever possible, if a project targets
a wider age range, the amount dedicated for the target group 15-24 has been calculated and included in this analysis.
• In projects that are not only targeting youth only, the specific amount dedicated for the youth component is included in the
calculations.
• The amount allocated for a project is only counted for the specific year the project was approved, even though the project may
span over several years.
• Some of the projects target both primary and secondary education. For the purpose of the calculations in this note, only the
amount allocated for secondary education was included.
• In HIV/AIDS projects, the term “vulnerable groups” often refers to youth. Even though some other groups of vulnerable people
are included under “vulnerable groups,” the component is included in the calculations (after being reassured by project
members/TTL’s that youth are indeed the main target group). In some rare instances, the target group might be young mothers
and their children. In such cases, the whole component targeting both “children” and the young mother has been included.
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Acronyms
FY
AFR
SA
EAP
MENA
ECA
LAC
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Fiscal Year
Africa region
South Asia region
East Asia and the Pacific Region
Middle East and North Africa region
Europe ad Central Asia region
Latin America and Caribbean region

IBRD The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
IDA International Development Association
PAD Project Appraisal Document
PID
Project Information Document
TTL Task Team Leader
WBI World Bank Institute
EXT External relations

DEC
PREM

Development Economics
Poverty Reduction and Economic
Management (Network)
SDN
Social Development Network
HDNED Human Development Network Education
HDNHP Human Development Network Health
HDNCY Human Development Network Children
& Youth

Children & Youth Unit, Human Development Network, The World Bank
www.worldbank.org/childrenandyouth
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